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GemLightbox by Komet Jewellery

The simplest way to take jewelry
images

GemLightbox is a revolutionary lighting environment to create beautiful
reflections, shiny metals and amazing faceted stones.
Our plug and play jewelry photography lightbox system is designed for
simplicity, convenience, and consistency.

It is engineered to be compatible with any smartphone and captures colour-
perfect and correctly illuminated jewellery pieces in just one click.

Dimensions: 300 (L) x 200 (W) x 220 (H) mm
Weight: 5.0 kg (gross), 4.5 kg (net)
Power: Input 100-240V, Output 12V 3.0A
Light Temperature: Combination of 4000 - 5000k lights

Your All-In-One Jewelry Photography Solution

78% of customers prefer seeing images on a white
background. GemLightbox allows you to achieve a
natural white background using nothing more than
just your smartphone.

Take images directly with your smartphone and
upload them onto your favourite marketplace.

Our data shows that 3 images a day is what you
need to dominate social media. It’s better to do 3
updates per day than 1 update every couple
months.

Take social media to the next level with
GemLightbox

Take images immediately off your smartphone
once your stock arrives, use the images for
appraisals or directly send them into your
inventory control system. Who doesn’t love a
clean, beautiful looking inventory?

Take images directly with your smartphone and
upload them onto your favourite CRM or POS
system.

No setup or training

Plug and play. We’ve created the perfect lighting
environment no matter where your jewelry is
placed inside GemLightbox.

Save time and money

Bring photography into your own hands. Get the
photos you want.

For all jewelry

100% colour accuracy. Whether you’re
photographing diamonds, gems, pearls in any
shape or form we’ve got you covered.

Specifications 

Ecommerce Ready

Images

Dominate Social Media Inventory And Appraisals



Included With GemLightbox

GemLightbox Photography
Table

Magnetic Stand Necklace &
Earring Stand

Smartphone
Holder

Universal Power
Adapter (100-

240V, 12V 3.0A)

Share beautiful images with the world
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